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A new method for T1r contrast in solid-state imaging is pre- of some practical utilization (12) , in general, care must be
sented. The method is based upon the addition of a T1r spin-lock taken when a microscopic interpretation is attempted by
pulse to the standard MARF pulse sequence and is able to provide means of contrast parameters appearing on images obtained
relaxation contrast in dependence either on the lock time or on with CASSI methods.
the intensity of the lock field, without having effects related to These considerations are to some extent crucial to CASSI,
the line-narrowing procedure. The results on some large-line-

whose filter period aims to obtain contrast in T1r , the relax-width solids show that T1r values measured by the usual spin-
ation time in the rotating frame (13) . As is well known, T1rlock pulse sequence agree with those measured on space-resolved
accounts for molecular motion, whose spectral density fallslines. q 1997 Academic Press

in the effective frequency range (typically 1–200 kHz),
that is, for motion with correlation times longer than those
detectable via T1 (14) . Since the molecular motion in elasto-INTRODUCTION
mers, entangled polymers, macromolecular aggregates, etc.,
is particularly active in that frequency range, T1r is peculiarly

During the past several years, several methods for NMR
suitable for contrast in CASSI (15) . The T1r filter has beenimaging of large-linewidth samples have been developed
applied to CASSI by following the strategy outlined above:(1–7) . These methods, with more or less experimental com-
a spin-lock pulse precedes (sometimes is incorporated in)plications, are able to provide a spatial ‘‘portrait’’ of solid
the space-encoding period (6, 11, 16) and the T1r influencesamples by means of NMR parameters, ranging from local
on the image contrast is controlled by the lock-time length.equilibrium magnetization to specialized relaxation times

Our approach to CASSI is based on the spin-space param-(8) , that is through observables which provide information
eter dependence that spin interactions assume in the variouson the structure and on the dynamical process characteristics
reference frames where the spin Hamiltonians can be repre-of the solid. It is to be expected that such a wide availability
sented. In particular, in the tilted rotating frame (in thisof localized information could make the solid-state imaging
frame the Zeeman axis coincides with the effective fieldcompetitive with respect to the higher-resolution microscopy
direction), the coherent averaging condition, the so-calledtechniques.
magic-angle condition (17, 18) , consists of a definite rela-The most promising NMR-imaging approaches (9) ,
tion between the radiofrequency field intensity B1 and thewhich stand for an easy-handling contrast of solid samples,
resonance offset Dv. MARF imaging [discussed exhaus-utilize some line-narrowing devices to facilitate spatial en-
tively in several papers (19)] , besides the back-projectioncoding. The timing scheme of the pulse sequence, which
and the 2DFT opportunities (20) together with the slice-applies to such coherent averaging-assisted solid-state im-
selection capability (21) , allows one to get image contrastaging (CASSI) methods, follows a quite standard scheme
without the influence of the narrowing condition (19) . Inmade up of three main periods: an early period (filter pe-
other words, the image-contrast filter is applied after theriod), in which the magnetization is manipulated so that
spatial-encoding period. In fact, before detection, the space-its amplitude is influenced by some NMR parameters; a
encoded magnetization is stored as longitudinal magnetiza-successive period (space-encoding period), during which
tion and can be handled, in principle, by every pulse se-the line narrowing and the space encoding are performed;
quence. The cost of such an advantage is that the detectionand a final period (detection period), where the spectro-
of the complete evolution of the magnetization in the tiltedscopic detection of the NMR signal is fulfilled (10, 11) . A
rotating frame must be made step-by-step (22) .frequent consequence of such a scheme is the influence (not

In this paper we present a simple and effective improve-yet adequately recognized) of the line narrowing on the
ment of the MARF imaging method that allows one to filterCASSI contrast planned in the filter period. Even if this

effect may produce unconventional NMR parameter maps the space-encoded magnetization by only T1r . The filter,
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FIG. 1. Timing diagram of the T1r filter MARF imaging sequence. For the sake of simplicity, the effective field Be and the effective gradient Ge ,
which are given by the superposition of static and radiofrequency fields, are divided just into two lines. The on-resonance p /2 pulse tilts the space-
encoded longitudinal magnetization on the transverse plane while the 907 phase-shifted spin-lock pulse locks the magnetization along the B1 direction
for a time tL . While the filtering sequence and the signal detection are performed on resonance, the space-encoding sequence is off resonance to match
the magic-angle condition. The vertical dashed lines indicate the stepping of both the effective field and the effective gradient that allows step-by-step
reconstruction of the magnetization evolution around the effective field. The time tw must be greater than the longer full transverse relaxation time of
the sample. In our case it is fixed at a value of about 25 ms which also matches the condition tw ! T1 , where T1 is the shorter longitudinal relaxation
time of the sample. The delayed sampling time td allows the inclusion of linewidth contrast in the postprocessing of the experimental data.

made by a spin-lock pulse added to a standard MARF im- with a resonance offset of about 1.2 mT, gives an effective
field of about 2.1 mT, and a radiofrequency gradient ofaging sequence (Fig. 1) , yields a ‘‘pure’’ T1r(r) contrast,

as a function either of the lock time tL or of the intensity about 60 mT/m. This last gradient combined with the static
gradient of about 43 mT/m allows a spatial resolution ofof the lock field B1 .

RESULTS

A T1r(r)-filtered MARF profile is acquired by detecting
the FID amplitude at td à 0 (Fig. 1) for each step of the
effective field and gradient, with which the relaxation of
transverse magnetization in the tilted rotating frame is sam-
pled. The spin-lock pulse attenuates the FID by a factor
exp{0tL/T1r(r)} and modulates the spatial profile ac-
cording to T1r(r) . If the sampling point of the FID is delayed
by td x 0, the T1r(r)-filtered MARF signal is also influenced
by the sample linewidth.

The efficacy of the T1r filter has been tested on a phantom
composed of Delrin (polyacetal) , Vetronite (polyether resin
reinforced by glass textile) , and adamantane (Fig. 2) . Delrin
and adamantane linewidths are about 20 kHz while the Ve-
tronite linewidth is about 50 kHz.

All measurements have been performed on a modified
Bruker SXP spectrometer operating with a 0.7 T electromag-
net. The coil assembly is formed of a surface coil, which
produces the radiofrequency gradient and field (23) , and of
a solenoidal coil which produces the p /2 and lock pulses.
The magnetic axes of the two coils are orthogonal to mini-
mize the mutual coupling. The coil set is completed by a
gradient coil which generates the static field gradient that

FIG. 2. Sketch of the phantom used to test the sequence of Fig. 1.
makes the magic-angle condition independent of the sample Adamantane powder was contained in a glass tube, so a wall thickness of
extension (17) . Under our experimental conditions, the sur- 0.5 mm must be considered. All the samples have axial symmetry and their

lengths are about 6 mm.face coil produces a field of about 1.7 mT, which, combined
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FIG. 3. Results of the sequence of Fig. 1 on the sample of Fig. 2 for different spin-lock pulse lengths tL . The spin-lock field intensity is about 0.38
mT in (3a) and about 0.94 mT in (3b). The adamantane peaks are those at the higher effective frequencies. Each profile has been averaged three times.

about 300 mm. The resolution is independent of sample line- T1r values, the adamantane and Delrin profiles are effectively
differentiated and the Vetronite peak disappears already atwidths because the well-established condition [(gB1) 2 /

Dv 2] 1/2 @ DV (where DV is the maximum sample line- tL à 5 ms. The contrast enhancement is rather dramatic
with respect to the tL à 0 profile, especially between Delrinwidth and g the gyromagnetic ratio) makes the line nar-

rowing limited only by the radiofrequency field and static and adamantane, whose linewidths are similar. The small
difference between the profiles of Figs. 3a and 3b (as wellmagnetic field inhomogeneity (24) .

In Figs. 3a and 3b, the T1r-filtered profiles of the phantom as in the T1r data) is probably due to the restricted range of
the effective frequency that we can explore with our elec-at different lock times and field intensities are reported for

td à 0. In Figs. 3a and 3b the lock field intensities are tronics.
In Fig. 4 the amplitudes of the three peaks of Fig. 3a vsabout 0.38 and 0.94 mT, respectively. According to their
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cedure. The same conclusion can be reached by comparing
the experimental results obtained with a lock field intensity
of 0.94 mT and the profiles of Fig. 3b. For this effective
field intensity we get the following experimental values for
T1r : adamantane T1r ú 60 ms, Delrin T1r Å 8.0 { 0.3 ms,
and Vetronite T1r Å 1.8 { 0.1 ms.

As an example of the versatility of the sequence reported
in Fig. 1, the data of Fig. 3b with tL à 5 ms are processed
for different values of td and reported in Fig. 5. In this way,
a bandwidth contribution is mixed to the T1r contrast without
the need for new experimental data. The Vetronite peak,
thanks to its large linewidth and short T1r , disappears rapidly
while the Delrin and adamantane peaks tend to equalize
under the effect of their similar linewidths. The manipulationFIG. 4. This figure presents the comparison between T1r measured with
of the contrast without time-consuming experiments couldthe usual spin-lock pulse sequence on each material of the phantom of Fig.

2 and the peak amplitudes of Fig. 3a. In both cases the lock field intensity be useful in those situations where a qualitative contrast is
was 0.38 mT. The circles refer to adamantane, the triangles to Delrin, and required or in those experimental situations that are intrinsi-
the squares to Vetronite. The solid symbols indicate the peak amplitudes cally poorly reproducible (as, for example, in stretched elas-
of Fig. 3a while the open symbols indicate the magnetization measured for

tomers) .different values of tL . The peak amplitudes are normalized so that the
In this paper, we have presented a new method for ob-peaks at tL Å 0 correspond to the proper sample magnetization at tL Å 0.

The solid lines are a guide to the eye. taining T1r contrast in CASSI of very large-linewidth sys-
tems. This method permits good spatial resolution and very
effective T1r contrast with a tolerable loss in the signal-to-

tL and the magnetization amplitudes of each material of Fig. noise ratio. The T1r contrast obtained with the sequence of
2 acquired at the same lock field by a standard spin-lock Fig. 1 is ‘‘quantitative’’ in the sense that it depends on only
sequence (25) are compared at the same lock times. As can T1r and that neither the spatial encoding nor the narrowing
be seen, the data match fully, within the experimental errors, sequence affects it.
showing that the contrast obtained through the sequence of In broad-line spin systems, T1r(r) sensitivity may lead to
Fig. 1 is produced only by the T1r of the three materials, very useful information, since it may be related to the low-
namely that the magnetization-filtering procedure of the se- frequency molecular motion (26, 27) , which in solid sam-

ples is quite an important dynamics component. Slow dy-quence of Fig. 1 is independent of the spatial-encoding pro-

FIG. 5. Several projections obtained by including the effect of the delayed sampling time td . The data of the profile with tL Å 5 ms of Fig. 3b are
processed with different values of td .
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